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“Please, look at my son” (Lk 9,38) 

Letter for the Solemnity of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, 

June 28, 2019 

To the members of the Congregation 

To all the Members of the Dehonian Family 

In our daily life, there is always a person, event or reason that, for one reason or another, that 

attracts our attention. But from experience, we know that it is not easy, not even healthy or 

possible, to always remain attentive to everything and everyone. That is our reality. 

In the way of Jesus, however, something happened that freed his attention in a permanent way. 

It was a voice, a heartfelt statement from heaven: “You are my beloved son” (Lk 3:22). These 

words consolidated his commitment to “the Father's affairs”. Jesus later heard these words 

again, not because he needed to remember them, but so that others would be comforted knowing 

that Father and Son were still together, well synchronized, in service of life. How many times 

Jesus was consoled and strengthened by remembering that voice from above, heard first, among 

the people of his village who waited to receive the baptism of John as he did, and later on Mount 

Tabor!  

In a way, we can say that in the celebration of the Solemnity of the Sacred Heart of Jesus we 

welcome the strong echo of those same words of the Father through the heartfelt revelation of 

the Son, “who loves us so much”. This humanity of ours continues to be desired, sought and 

embraced by the love of the Father and the Son! 

Of the many encounters that Jesus had, perhaps one rekindled that declaration of Love in a 

particular way. It happened precisely coming down from Mount Tabor. A father came to him 

carrying his son and shouted: “Teacher, I beg you to look at my son; he is my only child” 

(Lk 9,38). How can we not associate that cry with the voice just heard on the mountain top? 

Both are voices of parents who ask for attention for what they love most, their children, to be 
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seen and heard. Faced with the unbelief and perversion of that generation, Jesus opened a path 

of hope for that father and the dignity of that little one: “Bring your son here” (Lk 9,41). 

Our mission requires us to joyfully collaborate in keeping this path open and safe, accompany-

ing those who have also been called to walk it, so we can approach the Master together. We 

know of the commitment and selfless dedication of many of our religious, communities and 

works to make this so. However, we cannot be silent when someone sadly has been a wolf 

instead of a faithful companion in walking with the smallest, the weakest, or people who ap-

proached us with complete trust.  

Looking at that little boy and hearing his father's plea, Jesus recognized in them the immense 

love of his Father and the reality of what was happening in his own way. There were many 

occasions when the Master was harassed by the demons of incomprehension and contempt. He 

was also tempted by the demons of egoism and the abuse of power. Many who came to him - 

even his most intimate - brought various unhealthy insinuations, always seeking the same thing: 

to separate him from the “affairs of the Father”. 

As we celebrate the Heart of Jesus, let us take advantage of the invitation to enjoy ourselves as 

children and brothers attracted to Him by his tenderness and compassion. Also today, as he 

once did with that little one, the Master wants to give us to the Father, healthy and liberated. 

For Jesus, nothing or nobody becomes a possessed object to be retained or harmed. For the 

times it has not always been this way in the service that we are called to offer, we must not lack 

the humility to recognize this with a sincere and concrete desire for reparation. A reparation as 

effective as humanly possible to those who found their path to the Lord hindered, and a prayer-

ful and sincere reparation to Him who does not stop looking at us as beloved children. 

Let us continue learning from His open Heart to walk together, and with Him to make a living 

offering for the life of the world. 

 

In Corde Iesu, 

 

 

Fr. Carlos Luis Suárez Codorniú, scj 
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